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Millennial Net introduces Wi-Stat III-SR wireless single relay thermostat
Chelmsford, MA – July 1, 2011 – Introducing Millennial Net’s Wi-Stat III-SR wireless single relay
thermostat designed to retrofit any manual 2 wire Heat Only or Cool Only systems such as mercury
switch, space heater thermostat or others. It is a battery powered intelligent energy conservation device
providing remote zone monitoring and control for commercial, industrial, and municipal HVAC
environments.
Designed to replace existing manual thermostats, the Wi-Stat III-SR provides Direct Digital Control
features, such as remote wireless setpoint control and occupancy scheduling, continuous room
temperature, branch line pressure and battery status monitoring, all of which were previously unavailable
in HVAC systems.
TheWi-Stat III-SR is intended for use in commercial, industrial and municipal multi-zone HVAC
environments to enable greater energy-policy compliance, multi-site remote monitoring and control, and
usage analysis. Complex buildings environments, such as, office, retail, hospitality, entertainment,
school, multi-unit dwellings and municipal buildings have a common need for regular and ad-hoc
environmental occupancy patterns. Energy conservation is achieved by aligning HVAC operation and
with set points that closely match occupancy comfort requirements and can incorporate multiple external
sensors and control actuators to integrate other factors such as external temperature and peak energy
demand. Such users will find the Wi-Stat III-SR superior to programmable and network thermostat
alternatives, which are often complex to deploy, set up, maintain and adjust to actual HVAC demands.
A wireless pneumatic solution was part of the design when Millennial Net launched the MeshScape
Energy Management System in 2007. Shortly thereafter the first wireless pneumatic thermostat, Wi-Stat
IIp, was introduced and installed, gaining awards in 2008. Wi-Stat III-SR shares all the intelligent
features of its fully electric thermostat peers in the Wi-Stat product family, leveraging the combination of
wireless mesh networking and web-based technologies of Millennial Net’s wireless energy management
solutions.
Companies continuously seek to reduce costs and gain better economic advantages, and a large number
of buildings with pneumatic control infrastructure are falling behind in energy management as digital
systems and networks become more common and critical. Millennial Net’s Wi-Stat III-SR enables
buildings controlled by manual thermostats to advance with the times and increase its value without a
disruptive and costly overhaul. Now, wireless network are solutions gaining acceptance as a reliable,
practical and highly affordable means to retrofit existing buildings for monitoring, control and energy
management. MeshScape networks are widely deployed in commercial and industrial environments
where reliability and scalability are paramount and owners and managers can take advantage of these
solutions to gain ongoing cost savings with rapid payback and minimal disruption while improving comfort
and operations.
Commercial and industrial owners, operators and tenants agree on the many economic and social drivers
toward smart buildings:
-

Reduce energy cost, consumption and waste
Reduce greenhouse gases
Avoid peak demand and time of use charges
Increase EnergyStar and LEED rating
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Make Millennial Net’s Wi-Stat IIIp part of your wireless energy management solution now.
This and other MeshScape products and solutions are available through system integrators and
contractors, globally. To become a reseller or find a provider for your building please contact us at
info@millennialnet.com.
######################################################################
About Millennial Net
Millennial Net, Inc. is a leading provider of wireless energy management solutions designed primarily for
commercial, public and industrial buildings. The company’s MeshScape Energy Management System
consists of a wireless sensor network combined with internet technologies to provide remote monitoring
and control of buildings’ heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (“HVAC”) systems, lighting and other
energy-consuming devices, allowing building owners and operators to reduce energy consumption. The
company’s core MeshScape technology is the only wireless sensor networking solution available today
that supports the unique requirements of both large and small buildings and overcomes critical challenges
traditionally associated with wireless sensor networks. Millennial Net is a leading worldwide provider of
commercial and industrial wireless networking systems and products for the energy management and
automation markets that enable users, OEMs and systems integrators to quickly and cost-effectively
implement wireless monitoring and control applications. Millennial Net is headquartered in Chelmsford,
MA.
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